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Introduction
Open Days are a powerful method of recruiting new members to your Club.
They provide a source of “prime prospects” in your area, who have an interest in aviation and
who, with a little encouragement, could become a club member and learn to fly.
With an ever expanding number of leisure activities competing for the discretionary dollar and
for personal leisure time, a person who has made the effort to attend an Aero Club open day
has already made a conscious (or sub conscious) connection to aviation and perhaps to
learning to fly. Your Club must provide a quality experience for these people and leave them
with a positive feelings and the wish to participate more deeply.
Why an Open Day?
An Open Day provides the opportunity for people, young and old, to consider flying as a sport
and recreational activity. An Open Day provides the opportunity for people to have a close up
look at your club, your people, your aircraft and facilities and hopefully a taste of what it is
like to fly in a light aircraft.
The open day will also give the opportunity for a visitor (guest) to talk freely one on one with
one of your pilot members who will be prepared to share the experience and enthusiasm of
flying with the guest.
From your club’s perspective the main objective of an open day is to get people into planes
and to convert them into members.
If organised correctly with a willingness of your volunteer members to be prepared to become
well informed ambassadors of your club, open days can be a very cost effective way of
building membership, and the use of your club aircraft and facilities.

Promotion and Advertising
Advising members of the public of the Open Day is often a difficult process and the best
method to get the message out there often depends upon the club’s location and the size of
the community in which it is located.
There are the traditional advertising channels such as:






Newspaper (national and local)
Radio
Social media
Notice boards/Posters
Banners

Newspaper
There are several different types of newspapers. National and locally published daily, local
give away papers which delivered to the home mail box and local give away papers (mainly
advertisement with minimal local news) which are picked up from stands and public areas.
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While newspaper sales are declining, they are still an effective way of communicating with the
public although maybe not the most cost effective.
If your club is in a major city then an advertisement in a National newspaper may be
worthwhile but it will be expensive on a cost effective basis because the newspaper coverage,
and associated advertising rates will be for a readership which will most likely far exceed the
capture area of your club.
Local newspapers on the other hand (in communities of about 50,000 or less) are more
“parish pump” and tend to focus their content on local news. Local newspapers are often
prepared to back an advertisement or series of advertisements with editorial content
promoting your event.
To ensure the best possible coverage from a local daily newspaper make sure you have a well
prepared and written “news release” of exactly what will happen on the day. If your club can
also involve other organisations, i.e. the local vintage car club, St John’s Ambulance the local
volunteer Fire Brigade etc, then this will make the event more newsworthy.
Be sure that your associated advertising focuses on the clubs activities on the day and covers
a pre booking for a flight. Offer a small discount for booking a flight before the day.
In larger population areas covered by a National Daily newspaper, a local give away paper
which delivered to the home mail box is the better option. Being delivered to most home mail
boxes, it often has a bigger local circulation than the National Daily. Like local newspapers
these also are more “parish pump” and tend to focus their content on local news. They too
may be prepared to back an advertisement or series of advertisements with editorial content
promoting your event.
Radio
There are now dozens of radio stations serving most communities and radio has become a
very fragmented media in which to advertise.
Radio stations fall largely into two groups, local and network. Even in our biggest cities many
of the stations which appear to be local are the hubs or patent station of a network.
In smaller communities where a true live and local station exists, providing local news and
information, these stations often attract a significant audience across a broader age
demographic. These stations often provide economical advertising packages and will also
promote your event in their broadcast “notice board” type programming.
Remember that the effectiveness of radio advertising depends upon reaching the correct
audience demographic, on a very frequent basis. With radio the effectiveness of the
advertising is very much dependent upon repetition of the advertisement.
Network stations are generally now very fragmented catering to the tastes of narrow age
groups and often biased towards a male or female audience.
Many do offer local advertisement breakouts (the airing of different advertisements in various
areas at the same time). This advertising can be much less expensive. It is important
however to ensure accurate targeting of the audience.
Radio station sales representatives should be able to provide accurate audience demographic
breakdowns of both audience share and cumulative audience. Make sure that the station(s)
you choose can deliver your target audience or you will be throwing your dollars away.
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Social Media
The power of social media as an advertising vehicle is exploding.
If every one of your members was to put a posting on their Facebook page of your upcoming
open day event, through the friends (and friends of friends etc) network the event will gain a
lot of free publicity.
Have someone prepare an attractive pictorial poster for Facebook with some associated
narrative and watch it fly.
This is also a great place for post promotion which may not do much for the current event but
will help promote future events.
Also use e-mails. Email your membership, with attached poster, and ask them to forward the
e-mail to any contacts they have who may be interested.
Notice Boards and Posters
A quantity of A4 size posters (similar content to what you would put on Facebook) can be
cheaply produced to post on your members’ workplace notice boards, on supermarket notice
boards and on other public display boards, usually at no cost.
Banners
An effective way to both promote your open day and to also direct the public where to attend
is with an Open Day banner(s)
These can be canvas type one metre high by three or four metres long banners, preferable
with some pictorial content, your Club’s logo and the words Open Day.
This type of banner is reasonably expensive but by keeping this banner generic, it can be
used over and over, each time you have an open day.
It will require an additional 1 metre x 1 metre corrugated plastic notice(s) to advise the time
and date. Several could be posted suitable positions.

Planning
Good planning prevents poor performance.
Aircraft:

Ensure aircraft are booked and have enough hours available.

Clubhouse: Ensure your clubhouse and hangar is clean and tidy.
Instructors: Make sure that you have enough instructors available.
Volunteers: Use those who are the most passionate about the Club
Leader:

Choose someone, staff or club member, who can respond quickly and resolve
any problems.

Weather:

The one element we can’t control, but always have a plan B and rain check
vouchers.
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Aircraft
Make sure that the aircraft you are going to use on the day are clean, inside and out,
windscreen polished, and as in as tidy a condition as is possible.
Remember most will be driving cars which are less than five years old and while most clubs
do not have many aircraft as young as that, make the very best impression in the aircraft you
have available.
Clubhouse
Ensure your clubhouse and hangar is clean and tidy, inside and out. Your guests are likely to
be there for several hours so ensure the windows are clean, all rubbish is cleared away, the
grass outside the clubhouse is cut and gardens tidy.
Ensure that the toilets are clean and have plenty of toilet paper and dry towels. Treat these
guests as you would a visitor coming into your lounge at your home.
Instructors
Make sure that you have enough instructors available. Choose instructors with good people
and promotional skills.
Consider rewarding instructors who achieve additional flight bookings from a guest. Most
instructors are looking for flying hours. Give that instructor exclusive access to the new
student up to first solo.
Suggest that any guest who has flown on the open day will get their first lesson (effect of
controls) free if they become a member of the club and pay for membership on the day.
Volunteers
Firstly, you need to identify who is available.
shoulders, put up a poster or two. Start early.

Send out an email to the membership, tap

Offer three duty options, morning, afternoon or all day. Get responses and compile a list of
those available.
Allocate jobs. Maximise their qualities and knowledge. Some may be happy manning a
registration desk, others may be happier out talking and escorting guests, some may be keen
show guests the premises and aircraft.
Use those who are the most passionate about the Club in the most prominent positions.
Utilise their strengths, but most importantly ensure that they also get fun from the day and
the satisfaction of being able to help their club grow.
Ensure that all volunteers are adequately briefed even if this requires a volunteer meeting a
day or so earlier.
Distribute a copy of the Information for Open Day Volunteers (Appendix 1) to all volunteers,
giving them time to read it thoroughly before coming on duty.
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Security
Ensure that all controlled airport security requirements are met when escorting guests in
operational areas.
Ensure that all requirements of your club’s SMS are met at all times.
Ensure that any guest given access to an operational area is escorted by a Pilot member of
your club at all times and that that pilot member is wearing a high visibility vest.

Catering and Social

At a minimum, have coffee and tea available for guests, free of charge. In winter months
ensure that the premises and especially the lounge/clubhouse or waiting areas are warm and
comfortable.
Have plenty of Flying NZ’s brochures on display and have aviation magazines available. While
the environment must look professional it should also look like a good social place where like
minds can meet and socialise.
If you have the material available set up an archives display. Display photos, trophies and
other material that convey the social side of your club. It is important to make guests feel
that there is more to your club than just a place to learn to fly.
If possible arrange for a keen member to be a photographer and take a photo of each guest
who goes flying, immediately at the conclusion of their flight. Email the image to the guest
the day of the flight.

Parking
Ensure that there is adequate parking available for guests, which is not too far from the
clubhouse. Encourage volunteers to leave the nearby parking for guests and park a little
further away just for the open day.
It may be worthwhile appointing a volunteer as a parking warden at peak times.

Handouts for guests
The more printed material that you can get a guest to take away the better. Consider Flying
NZ learn to Fly brochures, selected CAA booklets, your club magazine and special open day
brochure (see CAC sample Appendix 5). An open day brochure can also be as simple as a
single A4 timetable and fact sheet. This type of material can often be the prompt needed to
raise interest, when rediscovered well after the guest gets home.

Entertainment
The longer you can get your guests to stay around, the more immersed they will become. If
you are holding your open day in the warmer months consider a BBQ sausage sizzle at a cost
that just covers the food cost.
Your club can also involve other organisations to participate, i.e. the local Vintage Car Club,
St John’s Ambulance the local volunteer Fire Brigade etc. All of these organisations are
usually keen to have the opportunity to get involved.
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Maybe a Club member would like to demonstrate aerobatics over the field or perhaps you can
organise a visit from a warbirds aircraft. All of these will help enhance your event and keep
guests there longer.

Contingency plan
The most difficult and potentially expensive part of organising an open day is the promotion
necessary to ensure that members of the public are aware of the event and turn up on the
day.
If the day dawns unflyable and the weather is not likely to be conducive to a good turnout,
then the promotional money spent could be potentially wasted.
To minimise the impact of cancellation, develop a contingency plan in advance and advertise
it along with the initial promotion.
Such as:





If wet Sunday
The following weekend if weather unsuitable
Rain checks available
Check (local radio name) for cancellation if weather unsuitable

Encourage people to book a flight in advance by offering a small discount over flights booked
on the day. This will not only give you some indication of demand, but will ensure you have a
contact name and number should you need to re schedule the event.
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(Appendix 1)
Information for Open Day Volunteers
Thank you very much for offering your assistance. It is greatly appreciated and we couldn’t do this
without you. I hope you get a buzz out of the day.
Our Mission...
Our prime objective is to recruit new members to the Aero Club. Everything you say and do
should be with this in mind. Use your own experiences with the Club (whether recent or not) and
hopefully only good ones, to demonstrate to guests what it is about flying that appeals to you and
how the Aero Club helped or is helping in your achievement of your aviation goals.
Where the opportunity presents itself, talk to guests about your training, your instructors, flyaways
you’ve been on, competitions you’ve entered, social functions, the friendliness of the place, the
professionalism – anything you like, as long as it creates an interest in your guest to become part of it.
Please read this entire document. There is a lot in it, but it will ensure that you have a good
understanding of what is supposed to happen, when and where.
Arrival, Timing and Setup on the Day
For those who have volunteered for morning or day duty, if you are able to turn up at 8.00am to assist
with set-up, it would be greatly appreciated. We need to set up the static aircraft. If you are unable
to help with set-up however, that’s OK. Just be sure to arrive before 9.00am.
When you arrive (note the car park request below), please collect your name tag and hard copies of
the various host documents..
Parking
All volunteers, please park a little away from the clubhouse and leave the nearby parks free for visitors
and normal Club activity.
Dress Code
You will be provided with a name tag so visitors and other hosts can easily see your name. Please
wear it outside your clothing at all times.
If you have a Club top or jacket (depending on weather, hopefully the jacket won’t be needed), please
wear that. A Club cap is optional wear. If you do not have any Club clothing, please dress smart
casual (good dress jeans are acceptable) and bring something warm just in case. Old jeans and sweat
tops etc are not acceptable.
Catering
We will provide free tea and coffee for guests. We will provide some biscuits (and cans of soft drink as
alternative to tea/coffee) for your lunch and morning and afternoon tea breaks.
Hosting Locations
Key host locations are:
- The main entrance
- The clubhouse lounge
NOTE: Aviation Security requirements mean that we are not permitted to take guests out to the
operational area, unless they are taking a flight, in which case an instructor will take them.
Our hosting process requires two hosts in the lounge to manage the registration process and for
everyone else to be an individual personal escort to each arriving guest or group of guests (whether a
couple or a family etc).
The process could fall over if we have more guest groups at any one time than hosts, but hopefully this
is unlikely. If it does happen however, host priority must be given to welcoming guests and getting
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them registered. The next priority is to greet them again after the flight. The third priority is hosting
in the hangar or elsewhere as resources permit.
At all times you need to ensure that there is an adequate number of hosts at the entrance to ensure
each new guest is met and escorted.
The Guest Experience
On arrival, a host at the main entrance area will greet an arriving guest (or group), introduce him or
herself and escort the guest to the lounge area. No guests are to be taken straight to reception.
Ask the guest if they have booked a trial flight and, if so, at what time. This will allow you to manage
the time between their arrival and when they need to be at Reception. Please note that even if the
guest arrives at their flight time or a bit late, you MUST register them before delivering them to
Reception.
If time is tight, you can ask a spare host to let Reception know the your guest has arrived. or
At the Registration Point in the Lounge, each guest aged over 16 will be asked to complete a
registration slip and given a sticky name badge to wear. An Open Day welcome brochure is to be given
to each group of guests at registration. If time permits, encourage your guests to read the brochure
before you take them anywhere as it provides much useful information.
Please also read it yourself before attending on the day as the information will be helpful to you.
If the guest has booked a flight, the Registration host must write that time on the flight voucher in the
space provided. The guest’s name must also be entered whether or not a flight has been booked.
Finally, the voucher number must be entered on the registration form. This entry of information is
important as it enables the Club to follow up those who attended the day, but did not sign on as
members.
If the Guest Has Booked a Flight
If there is time to spare before the flight, allow reading of the brochure and then showcase the Lounge.
In plenty of time before the flight time (wherever possible) escort the guest to Reception, introduce to
the person on Reception and allow him/her to process payment and introduce the guest to the flight
instructor.
If the guest has family or friends, take them back up to the Lounge (or to a suitable viewing area) and
remain with them until take-off. Make a mental note of the guest’s name, the aircraft registration and
the time of take-off.
Answer any questions the folks have and, if you can, take your leave of them for now to see how host
numbers are at the entrance. If needed, return to the entrance to greet new guests.
Allow 25 minutes per Intro Flight from take-off to landing. When your guest is due back, either return
to the Lounge to wait with any friends for the guest’s return or greet the guest yourself.
Please note – legally, the Club cannot accept passengers on an Intro Flight, so requests to go along
for the ride must be politely declined. If someone else is really keen, suggest they book an Intro Flight
of their own.
If the Guest Has Not Booked a Flight but wants to Fly
For those guests who have not booked, but wish to fly, the same registration process is followed,
except that no time can be written on the voucher. At the earliest opportunity, take the guest to
Reception to be allocated a flight time. These guests will likely have to wait a while for their flight as
guests who have booked prior to the day will take priority.
If the Guest Is Unsure About Flying
Take them through the registration process, but do not allocate a flight voucher. Tell the guest that
they are welcome to stay with us as long as they like and perhaps make the flight decision a little later
in their visit. Point out that the longer the decision time, the longer the likely wait for a flight slot. Be
careful however of exerting too much pressure to fly. Try to draw out their concerns and talk carefully
to those concerns from your own experience. Remember that the guest has very likely come out to
the Club with some thought of flying and may simply need to be reassured by someone who is a pilot.
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Essential Information
Included in your information pack is a data sheet of facts and figures. The information is not
necessarily for you to recite to guests, but rather to assist in answering questions. People are often
interested in how much it costs to learn to fly and this question should be answered carefully. A
preferred answer is that it really depends on how frequently you have a lesson. The cost of a PPL will
depend on the frequency of lesson, but,as a guide, you could work on around $250 per week and
taking a bit over a year to complete. It’s important to remember that lesson frequency can be tailored
to a person’s budget. Some people get their PPL in six months and some take a few years.
The prices for theory lessons and exams are provided purely if you are asked whether there is a cost
involved in this.
We believe that our a Intro Flight is tremendous value for money. Although many Open Day guests
come out with the specific intention to fly, there may be some who want to be given that little nudge
before they commit to taking a flight. Watch out for these people (you’ll know them by what they say
to you) and do all you can to get them in a plane.
Photographs
We will be taking a digital photo of each guest after he/she exists the aircraft with the instructor and
our plan is to email the photo to the guest’s stated email address (on the registration form) as soon as
possible after it is taken, ideally to be in their In-box before they arrive home. We will make no charge
for this. It’s all part of the experience.

Duty / Area Instructions
Following are some more detailed comments on host responsibilities and areas of interest.
Entrance & Guest Hosting
On their arrival, ask people if they are there for the Open Day. If so, introduce yourself and escort
them to the Clubhouse lounge for registration.
If possible, remain with your guest(s) while they are at the Club. If guest numbers mean this is not
achievable, try to make contact with your guest after their flight and when they leave the Club.
If your guest has booked a flight prior to the day, ensure they are escorted to Reception at least five
minutes prior to the flight time. If they have not booked a flight, but want to fly, escort them to
Reception after registration to have a flight time allocated.
Do all you can, without being too pushy, to encourage your guest to become a member.
If guiding a group, you are expected to explain what takes place in each part of the building and site,
answer questions and listen to identify those guests who could be candidates for membership. If you
have someone who wants to join there and then, escort them to the front desk or to one of the duty
instructors who can provide the necessary forms.
Make the guest’s experience one to remember. If they don’t sign up on the day, maybe they will
later or give us such a glowing reference to another person that the other person may decide to check
us out.
Registration Desk
This station is the only one which will be a rostered duty. Each duty will be for two people for two
hours with one person changing each hour so there is an overlap to assist with continuity. Please
check the roster to see if you are rostered here. If you are, please keep an eye on the time
and be there ready to take over at the allotted time.
As each guest is brought to you, greet then and ask them to fill out the registration form (one form per
person aged over 16). The form is vital information for us, but the party line is that it is required for
Aviation Security requirements.
Write their first name on a sticky name tag and ask the guest to place it on their clothing where it will
be easily read.
Ask if they have booked a flight. If yes, ask them the time for which it is booked (they should know
this) and enter their name and the booking time on a flight voucher. If they don’t know their booking
time, check with reception.
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One voucher per person who will fly as student pilot.
Write the flight voucher number on the registration form.
Where a guest states their intention to fly, but has not made a booking, follow the same registration
process as above, but there will be no time on the voucher. Inform the guest that booked flights will
take priority, but that the sooner they present their voucher at Reception and pay for the flight, the
earlier they will be in the wait list.
Some guests may not have made up their mind to fly and may wish to look around the facilities and
the aircraft. Where this is the case, let them know they can come back to the Registration desk at any
time and obtain a flight voucher. Put their Registration Form in a separate pile so it can be easily
located when they return.
Issue each group with a copy of the welcome brochure and tell them it contains useful information for
their visit.
All guests who fly will need to pay for the flight beforehand. For those who have not booked, tell them
they will be given a flight time when they pay at Reception.
Escort Host - Most people will be keen to go and pay, but for those wishing to remain in the Lounge,
offer seats, point out the free coffee / tea facilities. Discuss aircraft types out on the apron. Mention
location of toilets as required.

Instructors
You are our most influential hosts.
Experience tells us that guests come to the Open Day with the main objective of flying a plane. You
are the person who most makes that happen.
When the host and guest arrive in reception for the flight, the host will introduce you (or else you
should do it yourself). Undertake any necessary pre-flight briefing (please make it brief). Do not take
the guest through pre-flight checks. We need to ensure we make as much time as possible available
for flights.
Conduct the flight and ensure that the guest gets as much “hands-on” as possible. Do all you can after
the flight to convert the interest into membership.
Explain that anyone who signs up as a member on the Open Day gets their next lesson free
(Effect of Controls). This offer is valid for the Open Day only.
If the guest fills out a membership application form, give yourself a big pat on the back. Within the
week following the Open Day, we will arrange for all guests to be phoned by way of follow-up to
determine their interest in membership (if not already joined).

Receptionist
This too is a key role as it is the engine room of the day’s activity. How well you perform your job,
especially if the flight wait time pushes out, will be hugely influential on our guests’ perception of the
Club.
Your job is to:
accept the dual flight form and flight voucher presented by the guest
process the payment and,
if the guest is not already booked, allocate a flight time and instructor.
Above all, remain courteous, helpful and if you are aware of other instructors who have gaps in their
day (thru a cancellation or simply no booking) feel free to make use of them to provide one of our
Open Day flights as this will assist in reducing any backlog.
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(Appendix 2)

MEMBERSHIP INTEREST

Mr / Mrs / Miss / Ms / Dr / (other) __________________
Name _______________________________________________________________
Phone ___________________________ Mobile ________________________
Email __________________________________________________________
I am interested in becoming a member: YES / NO

MEMBERSHIP INTEREST
Mr / Mrs / Miss / Ms / Dr / (other) __________________
Name _______________________________________________________________
Phone ___________________________ Mobile ________________________
Email __________________________________________________________
I am interested in becoming a member: YES / NO

MEMBERSHIP INTEREST
Mr / Mrs / Miss / Ms / Dr / (other) __________________
Name _______________________________________________________________
Phone ___________________________ Mobile ________________________
Email __________________________________________________________
I am interested in becoming a member: YES / NO
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(Appendix 3)

OPEN DAY REGISTRATION

Flight Voucher No.

Mr / Mrs / Miss / Ms / Dr / (circle one) or ____________________
Name _______________________________________________________________
Phone ___________________________
Email _____________________________________________________________________
How did you become aware of this Open Day? _____________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Please note that your phone number and email address are collected solely as a means to follow up with you after
this event. In providing them to us, you give permission for us to email or phone you.

OPEN DAY REGISTRATION

Flight Voucher No.

Mr / Mrs / Miss / Ms / Dr / (circle one) or ____________________
Name _______________________________________________________________
Phone ___________________________
Email __________________________________________________________
How did you become aware of this Open Day? _____________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
Please note that your phone number and email address are collected solely as a means to follow up with you after
this event. In providing them to us, you give permission for us to email or phone you.
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